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Abstract
Results of an experimental investigation on "Angara-5-1" multiterawatt installation of

nonlinear stage of instability of composite pinch are presented. It is shown that the energy
transfer from light outer shell to inner load takes place due to abnormal magnetic flux falling.
Some part of plasma penetrates with current too. It takes place before maximum compression
of outer shell. It is possible that mechanism of this process is new and unknown.

Introduction
One of the main questions in Z-pinch and liner investigations is the development of the

instabilities, which destroy outer shell and decrease the compression ratio [1-3]. From the
other hand, this instabilities can be used for the fast current switching to the central load. It
was proposed at first in [4]. High current rise, up to IMA/ns, which is important for discharge
in dense matter, can be achieved.

Fig. 1. Target unit. Vertical gap 1 cm. 1 - cathode, 2 - supersonic part of ring nozzle, 3 -
anode, 4 - eight 3mm wires, 5 - anode grid, 10 - inner load, 15 - current prob.

Raleigh - Tailor (RTI), sousage MHD instabilities [1] and the instabilities of magnetized
collisionless plasma [2,3] are treated as most dangerous ones for imploding liners. The (RTI)
can destroy the plasma current shell as a whole. (RTI) is important during acceleration phase,
but a lot of experimental data shows, that large liner stratification is seen on the initial phase,
when acceleration is very small. The instabilities of magnetized plasma can provide an
anomalous diffusion of azimuthal magnetic flux through the outer shell. The attempts of
explanation of this process are done in [5]. This explanation predicts the appearance of large
voltage on the internal surface of outer shell. We have checked this voltage and have find it
much smaller than predicted.
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Experiment arrangement
Schematic of target unit is shown on Fig.l. Cathode -anode gap was lcm. The external

liner was provided by nozzles. Nozzles could produce extremely low outer liner mass (5-50
microg/cm) with diameter of 32mm or 55mm. Xe or C3H8 were used as working gases.

The inner radiator with 50-250 microg/cm was low density solid microfoam of agar. It
had diameter l-4mm or 22mm and was doped with 30% KC1 or 50% Mo or 50% CsJ. This
foam was positioned at the axis and was an indicator of the energy flux, which penetrated
through the unstable liner.

We have measured soft X-ray radiation power of the inner radiator with set of XRD.
Instant (3ns) laser shadow pictures of imploding plasma gave the shape of unstable liner.
Nevertheless composite pinch radiates in soft X-ray region and optical transitions of radiation
may disappear at increasing of object temperature, it is possible to investigate the implosion
process in visible light. We have used optic streak camera and time resolved registration of
light intensity. An optical scheme allowed to obtain the images in time of two object sections:
perpendicular to liner axis and parallel to liner axis. In some shots voltage divider was used
for measuring of voltage inside the outer shell.

Experimental results
Because of small mass and large impedance of fast imploding load the current reached 2-

3MA.
On fig.2 typical form of current derivative (dJ/dt) and soft X-ray radiation (SXR) are

presented. Maximum of SXR power (0.7TWt) coincide with sharp decreasing of dJ/dt. It was
in the instability moment, current generator active power being ~i.5TWt this moment. In this
process about 50% of generator power is radiated in SXR. Rise time of SXR was 2-3ns.
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Fig.2. Typical form of
current derivative (dJ/dt) and
soft X-ray radiation (SXR).

The following picture of
development of composite Z-
pinch is presented below. It is
similar to [4].

The breakdown of
discharge gap occurs at the
radius greater then the ring
nozzle radius. The external
surfaces of liner consist of
large number of filaments with

diameters of 0.5-0.6mm (see fig.3_l). At this stage the external liner has form of cone - the
radius of shell is a little greater near the anode. The petty-scale axial nonuniformities with
wave length 0.5-0.8mm of small amplitude (0.2mm) are seen at external surface of Xe liner as
well.

During implosion the amplitude and wave length of axial nonuniformities are increased,
but azimuthal nonuniformities do not changed or decreased (see fig.3_2). Wave length of axial
nonuniformities is about 1.5mm.

When the shell radius became less then the ring nozzle radius and current achieved
megaampere level, the amplitude of axial stratification of external surface is considerably
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increase. Outer liner is practically cut on different rings, so that current begins to leave behind
the considerable liner matter part (see fig.3_3). We treat the effect as an anomalous penetration
of the azimuthal magnetic flux through external liner due to its instabilit

Fig.3. Laser shadow pictures of liners in different stages of implosion. Vertical gap lcm.

Cathode plasma cutoff (see fig.3_4) takes place before SXR maximum. It is important to
mention that SXR takes place before maximum compression of all outer shell matter.

I ig 4 Optic-streak picture Si/e. vertical - 30mm, horizontal - 130ns

On optic-streak picture(see fig.4) it is seen that inner load flashes out before filaments
arrive. The flashing of dropped behind substance is seen too.

Some methods (optic streak-camera, X-ray streak-camera, laser, estimation of accelerated
mass on imploding time) show that the moment of impact comes too early. The moving of
inner layers of outer shell was sometimes with great velocities (up to lmm/ns). This can mean
that some part of current with some part of outer shell mass falls through external liner till
inner load. A possibility of such process is theoretically considered in [6]. The reason of it -
the development of axial inhomogeneities.
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Voltage on axis
dJ/dt decreasing in instability moment can be in case of increasing of effective resistivity

in electric circuit. Current falling through external liner could be treated as abnormal high
resistivity of outer shell. Measuring of voltage on the liner axis could allow to evaluate the
effective plasma conductivity and skin depth. Voltage divider on the axis of the system was
connected to anode and cathode for measuring the voltage inside inner liner. In this case agar
foam had 22mm diameter. It should underline that electric field on axis is potential and does
not depend on dJ/dt.

Main result (see fig.5) obtained in this measurements is that voltage on axis (Uax) before
switching process is very small. Time t=780ns is the beginning of switching process: - Uax
begins to increase. At t=800ns current switches to inner load and visible light intensity (V.L.)
is hardly increased. During switching Uax reached only lkV, after 20ns - 14kV. It is smaller
dramatically then predicted on [5].

Small voltage on axis during switching process shows that effective plasma conductivity
is very large and skin depth is very small. That means that current falls through outer shell
with plasma, having such large conductivity and could put some doubts on the efficiency of
magnetized plasma instabilities as the reason of current downfall onto inner load.

Fig.5. Measurement of voltage on axis. Uax - voltage on axis, dJ/dt - current
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derivative, sXr - soft Xray intensity, V.L. - visible light intensity.
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Conclusion
So, the instability of the external liner was used to generate high current rise (of IMA/ns)

in the inner radiator and to produce nanosecond terawatt X-ray pulse. Current instability and
poor compression of low mass external liner were specific features of this composite Z-pinch.
Current falls through outer shell with a large conductivity plasma.
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